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QUESTION ASKED: Given the importance of cancer clinical trials and the fact that most adolescents and young adults (AYAs) are treated in the community setting, did historical Community Clinical Oncology Program (CCOP) sites enroll a higher proportion of AYAs to Children’s Oncology Group (COG) studies than non-CCOP sites?

SUMMARY ANSWER: Over the 10-year period studied, CCOP sites enrolled a significantly lower proportion of AYAs onto COG studies than non-CCOP sites. Further, while proportional enrollment of AYAs declined over time at both CCOP and non-CCOP sites, the decline was greater at CCOP sites.

METHODS: This was a retrospective cross-sectional analysis of clinical trial enrollment onto COG trials utilizing the National Cancer Institute (NCI) Division of Cancer Prevention database. For the period 2004 through 2013, the proportional enrollment of AYAs (number of AYA enrollments divided by total enrollments) onto relevant COG studies was compared between CCOP and non-CCOP sites and potential changes over time were evaluated. All sites were COG member institutions.

MAIN RESULT(S): During the study period, a total of 9,821 and 81,164 patients were enrolled onto COG trials at CCOP and non-CCOP sites, respectively. In aggregate, a significantly lower proportion of AYAs was enrolled onto applicable COG studies at CCOP than at non-CCOP sites (24.1% [1,606/6,672] v 28.2% [16,357/58,059], P < .001). During the intervals 2004 through 2008 and 2009 through 2013, the proportional enrollment of AYAs at CCOP sites and non-CCOP sites declined significantly (from 26.7% [844/3,156] to 21.7% [762/3,516], P < .001 and from 29.1% [8,189/28,115] to 27.3% [8,168/29,944], P < .001, respectively). Between those intervals, proportional enrollment of AYAs at CCOP sites declined for acute lymphoblastic leukemia studies (33.9% [108/319] v 23.6% [144/611], P = .001) but not for other cancers (Fig).

BIAS, CONFOUNDING FACTOR(S), DRAWBACKS: A major strength of this study is the use of proportional rather than absolute AYA enrollment because this is less dependent on the changing availability of trials for AYA patients. Limitations of this study include being (1) restricted to enrollments onto COG and not adult cooperative group trials; and (2) unable to account for the observed differences between CCOP and non-CCOP sites and within site categories over time.

REAL-LIFE IMPLICATIONS: This study suggests that despite many CCOPs being located in the community where AYAs tend to be treated, having a commitment to serving disparity populations, and having a clinical research infrastructure involving both medical and pediatric oncologists, these characteristics alone are not enough to result in higher AYA enrollment than in traditional treatment settings. However, the NCI Community Oncology Research Program (NCORP), which replaced the CCOP...
in 2014, is well-positioned to leverage these advantages through development and study of targeted interventions aimed at increasing AYA clinical trial accrual. Within NCORP sites, pediatric and medical oncologists should collaborate more actively in the recruitment and management of AYAs on clinical trials to improve care and outcomes.

---

**FIG.** (A) Proportion of Children’s Oncology Group (COG) study enrollments categorized as cancer control or AYA, by institution type (2004 through 2013). Whereas proportional enrollment in COG cancer control studies was significantly greater at CCOP than non-CCOP sites, the proportional enrollment of AYA patients was significantly lower (see Methods for calculation of cancer control and AYA proportional enrollments). The P-value represents the difference in proportional cancer control or AYA enrollment between sites. (B) Proportion of CCOP and non-CCOP study enrollments that were AYA, by study type and time interval. The proportional enrollment of AYAs in all COG studies and in therapeutic studies, in particular, decreased significantly during the intervals 2004 through 2008 and 2009 through 2013 (see Methods for calculation of AYA proportional enrollment). AYA, adolescent and young adult; CCOP, Community Clinical Oncology Program.
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Abstract

Purpose
Stagnant outcomes for adolescents and young adults (AYAs; 15 to 39 years old) with cancer are partly attributed to poor enrollment onto clinical trials. The National Cancer Institute (NCI) Community Clinical Oncology Program (CCOP) was developed to improve clinical trial participation in the community setting, where AYAs are most often treated. Further, many CCOP sites had pediatric and medical oncologists with collaborative potential for AYA recruitment and care. For these reasons, we hypothesized that CCOP sites enrolled proportionately more AYAs than non-CCOP sites onto Children’s Oncology Group (COG) trials.

Methods
For the 10-year period 2004 through 2013, the NCI Division of Cancer Prevention database was queried to evaluate enrollments into relevant COG studies. The proportional enrollment of AYAs at CCOP and non-CCOP sites was compared and the change in AYA enrollment patterns assessed. All sites were COG member institutions.

Results
Although CCOP sites enrolled a higher proportion of patients in cancer control studies than non-CCOP sites (3.5% vs 1.8%; P < .001), they enrolled a lower proportion of AYAs (24.1% vs 28.2%, respectively; P < .001). Proportional AYA enrollment at CCOP sites decreased during the intervals 2004 through 2008 and 2009 through 2013 (26.7% vs 21.7%; P < .001).

Conclusion
Despite oncology practice settings that might be expected to achieve otherwise, CCOP sites did not enroll a larger proportion of AYAs in clinical trials than traditional COG institutions. Our findings suggest that the CCOP (now the NCI Community Oncology Research Program) can be leveraged for developing targeted interventions for overcoming AYA enrollment barriers.

INTRODUCTION
More than 70,000 adolescents and young adults (AYAs; 15 to 39 years) are diagnosed with cancer annually in the United States. Unfortunately, over the past 30 years, improvement in survival for AYAs has lagged significantly behind that of both younger and older populations.
Although the explanation for this is likely multifactorial, the historically low level of participation by AYAs in US National Cancer Institute (NCI)–funded clinical trials is thought to be crucial.\textsuperscript{4,8–14} Both the US NCI and the Institute of Medicine have identified improving enrollment of AYAs into cancer trials as a research priority.\textsuperscript{1,13} Achieving this requires addressing key previously identified enrollment barriers, including the fact that AYAs are more often treated in communities than in traditional academic centers.\textsuperscript{15–18}

The NCI Community Clinical Oncology Program (CCOP) was launched in 1983 as a strategic initiative to increase access to NCI-funded trials in the community setting and populations characterized by health disparities.\textsuperscript{19–21} Through 5-year competitive renewal grants, institutions were funded to conduct most types of NCI trials, with an emphasis on cancer prevention and control research. With approximately one-third of all NCI trial participants being enrolled at these institutions, the CCOP demonstrated proof of principle that its approach was effective in improving clinical trial access and enrollment in the community setting.\textsuperscript{19,20,22–28} In 2014, the CCOP was transformed into the NCI Community Oncology Research Program (NCORP) to increase its impact as a component of the new NCI National Clinical Trials Network (NCTN).\textsuperscript{29,30} The goals of the NCORP are aligned with those of its CCOP predecessor and now include a commitment to conducting research to enhance cancer care delivery and outcomes.

In addition to their emphasis on community-based access, the research teams at 19 of 63 CCOP sites (30.2\%) included both pediatric and medical oncology investigators with potential to collaborate in clinical practice and trial recruitment. Further, beginning in approximately 2000, the Children’s Oncology Group (COG) expanded age eligibility where appropriate to provide more clinical trial options for AYAs. This combination of factors could be expected to have facilitated enrollment of AYAs served by CCOP sites with COG institutional membership.

Therefore, we undertook an analysis of all enrollments to COG trials in the period 2004 through 2013 and compared the proportional enrollment of AYAs from COG-affiliated CCOP versus non-CCOP sites. We hypothesized that proportional enrollment of AYAs was higher from the CCOPs than from the non-CCOPs. We reasoned that, if true, the CCOP (now NCORP) approach and infrastructure could serve as a model to be further enhanced, expanded, or disseminated to improve AYA participation. If not, the NCORP would represent an opportunity for leveraging a proven effective program with a targeted enrollment strategy for AYAs.

\section*{METHODS}

\subsection*{Data Collection and Inclusion Criteria}

The NCI Division of Cancer Prevention database was queried to obtain the patient age and institutional type (CCOP or non-CCOP) for all enrollments into COG therapeutic and non-therapeutic studies whose eligibility requirements encompassed age 15 years and older and that were open to enrollment during any portion of 2004 through 2013. An enrollment was classified as AYA if the patient’s age was 15 through 39 years at time of study entry. For purposes of this analysis, therapeutic trials were defined as interventional studies that could be either cancer directed and focused primarily on survival end points, or supportive care directed and linked to nonsurvival outcomes, such as infection, chemotherapy-induced nausea and vomiting, and treatment adherence. Disease-specific trials for either newly diagnosed or relapsed/refractory malignancies relevant to the AYA population were included; those for cancers of infancy and young childhood, including infant acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) hepatoblastoma, neuroblastoma, and Wilms tumor were excluded. Nontherapeutic studies comprised those focused on disease biology, disease classification, epidemiology, and health-related outcomes such as quality of life or caregiver burden. Cancer control studies constituted therapeutic or nontherapeutic studies that had received cancer control designation by NCI. Studies were included in the analysis only if they were routinely conducted at both non-CCOP and CCOP sites, thus phase I trials were excluded.

\subsection*{Statistical Analysis}

A well-known limitation of most studies of AYA enrollment onto clinical trials is the lack of a reliable denominator to use for calculating accrual proportion, defined as the proportion of newly diagnosed AYAs among all patients with cancer enrolled onto a clinical trial.\textsuperscript{13} Although NCI clinical trial registrations have been used in conjunction with SEER incidence data to generate estimates of AYA accrual proportion, this approach was not suitable for our analysis because of the lack of case linkage and geographic variability of CCOP sites relative to SEER population estimates. Therefore, because we had access to accurate data for both age at enrollment (to compute the
numerator, the number of AYA enrollments) and the total number of enrollments (to serve as the denominator), we calculated AYA proportional enrollments in COG trials (number of AYA patients enrolled divided by total enrollment). Similarly, proportional enrollment onto COG cancer control trials was determined by dividing the number of cancer control study enrollments at CCOP and non-CCOP sites by the total number of study enrollments at each site. Fischer’s exact test and \( \chi^2 \) test of proportions were used to evaluate the difference in proportional AYA enrollment between CCOP and non-CCOP sites, as well as the difference in proportional AYA enrollment at CCOP sites between the intervals 2004 through 2008 and 2009 through 2013.

RESULTS

Overall AYA Clinical Trial Enrollment Onto COG Studies
We first sought to describe the overall availability of and enrollment onto COG trials relevant to AYAs during our study period. Between the intervals 2004 through 2008 and 2009 through 2013, the overall proportion of all COG studies that enrolled at least one patient age 15 years or older increased (77.6% [125/161] vs 83.9% [104/124]; \( P = .25 \)), consistent with the COG’s stated efforts to raise the eligibility age limit on appropriate trials. During this time, there were a total of 64,731 study enrollments in COG trials inclusive of AYAs. However, the proportion of AYA enrollments in these COG studies decreased significantly during this time (28.9% [9,033/31,271] vs 26.7% [8,930/33,460]; \( P < .001 \)). Consistent with the overall decline in proportional AYA enrollment onto COG studies, the proportion of AYA enrollments in therapeutic trials also decreased (33.5% [3,775/11,282] vs 30.7% [3,576/11,666]; \( P < .001 \)).

AYA Clinical Trial Enrollment at CCOP and Non-CCOP Sites
In light of the primary CCOP objective of increasing enrollment onto cancer control studies, we compared cancer control study enrollment between CCOPs and non-CCOPs. During the years 2004 through 2013, there were 9,821 and 81,164 total patient enrollments at CCOP and non-CCOP sites, respectively. As expected, CCOP sites enrolled a significantly higher proportion of patients in COG cancer control studies than did non-CCOP sites (3.5% [347/9,821] vs 1.8% [1,456/81,164]; \( P < .001 \); Fig 1). In contrast, the proportion of AYA enrollments in all COG studies was significantly lower from CCOP than from non-CCOP sites (24.1% [1,606/6,672] vs 28.2% [16,357/58,059], respectively; \( P < .001 \)).

Change in AYA Clinical Trial Enrollment at CCOP and Non-CCOP Sites Over Time
To determine whether proportional enrollment of AYAs in all COG studies at CCOP sites changed over time, the 5-year intervals 2004 through 2008 and 2009 through 2013 were compared. Proportional AYA enrollment at CCOP sites significantly decreased between these intervals (26.7% [844/3,156] vs 21.7% [762/3,516]; \( P < .001 \)), particularly on therapeutic studies (36.8% [418/1,137] vs 28.6% [392/1,369]; \( P < .001 \); Fig 2A). Proportional AYA enrollment at non-CCOP sites also decreased significantly between these intervals (29.1% [8,189/28,115] vs 27.3% [8,168/29,944]; \( P < .001 \)), including in therapeutic studies (33.1% [3,357/10,145] vs 30.1% [3,184/10,297]; \( P < .001 \); Fig 2A), although to a lesser extent. Whereas proportional AYA enrollment was greater at CCOP sites compared with non-CCOP sites (36.8% vs 33.1%; \( P = .01 \)) during 2004 through 2008, during 2009 through 2013 it was lower (28.6% vs 30.1%; \( P = .09 \)). Across studies classified by cancer type, no significant changes in proportional AYA enrollment were observed at CCOP sites, except for a decrease in AYA enrollment onto studies of ALL (33.9% [108/319] vs 23.6% [144/611]; \( P = .001 \); Fig 2B).

Overall, cancer-specific AYA proportional enrollment patterns were similar between
CCOP and non-CCOP sites; however, at non-CCOP sites, no change was observed for ALL but significant increases were seen in enrollment of AYA with acute myeloid leukemia (AML) and in rhabdomyosarcoma (Fig 2C). Finally, we evaluated how the proportion of AYA enrollments onto cancer control studies compared with enrollment onto therapeutic studies during 2004 to 2008 and 2009 to 2013. The proportional enrollment of AYAs was significantly lower in cancer control than therapeutic studies during both periods (25.6% [31/121] v 36.8% [418/1,137], P = .017; and 22.1% [50/226] v 28.6% [392/1,369], P = .045, respectively), and did not increase over time (Fig 2D).

**DISCUSSION**

To our knowledge, this is the first study analyzing AYA enrollment patterns in NCI-sponsored cooperative group trials through the CCOP mechanism. In so doing, we have also obtained insights into AYA clinical trials activity in the setting of predominantly community-based practice compared with that of institutions that include traditional academic centers. As illustrated by this study, improving enrollment of AYAs in clinical trials remains a challenge in both settings. The CCOP was developed to enhance participation of community-based and minority populations in NCI-funded clinical trials, especially cancer control studies. Whereas our data show that
proportional enrollment onto cancer control studies was roughly double at CCOP compared with non-CCOP sites, the AYA enrollment proportion was significantly lower. This suggests that simply being community based, focusing on health disparity populations, having a shared infrastructure involving pediatric and adult oncologists at many sites, and offering relevant trials were not enough to drive AYA enrollment.

Although several factors have been proposed to influence AYA clinical trial enrollment, the availability of open trials is thought to be of fundamental importance.\textsuperscript{11,12,16} Availability of an NCI-sponsored clinical trial implies that the trial is offered through the NCTN and has been activated at the NCTN site where an AYA patient seeks cancer care. Because our study analyzed actual enrollments from all COG-affiliated institutions, the clinical trials represented here were, by definition, available to these AYA patients. However, another factor potentially influencing enrollment is geographic accessibility of treatment sites where NCI-sponsored clinical trials are conducted. We hypothesized that such clinical trials were more accessible at CCOP sites because the majority of these sites were located in the community setting, where most AYAs are treated.\textsuperscript{15–18} CCOP sites were provided resources intended to improve patient enrollment, including dedicated research funding, access to clinical trials and research networks, and support for patient recruitment and data collection.\textsuperscript{19–21,23,31} Further, one third of CCOP sites were served by both pediatric and medical oncology practices, which offered opportunities for collaboration that might have been efficacious for diagnosing and treating cancer across the AYA age spectrum.\textsuperscript{30} Despite these favorable program-level characteristics, our data indicate that CCOP sites were no more effective than non-CCOP sites in enrolling AYA patients to COG trials. Because we used proportional enrollment as our metric of comparison, the validity of our findings is independent of the number of COG clinical trials that were available for AYAs. This is because at any given time, the same trials were available throughout the COG to both CCOP and non-CCOP sites. Although the total number of enrollments between the 5-year periods might be expected to vary according to clinical trial availability, proportional enrollment of AYAs is less likely to do so. Thus, our finding of declining proportional enrollment of AYAs over the past decade is concerning, given the attention that has been given to the AYA problem of inferior survival improvement and its correlation with low participation in clinical trials.\textsuperscript{32} This is particularly true considering that the number of AYA-enrolling trials actually increased over our study period.

Unfortunately, our study is unable to determine the reason why AYA accrual proportion in COG studies declined over time. It is notable that the decline occurred at both CCOP and non-CCOP sites. One potential explanation is that a shift in AYA accrual from COG to adult cooperative group trials occurred during the study period. However, this seems unlikely to have contributed substantially. For most AYA cancers, there is relatively little overlap in trials offered concurrently by COG and the adult groups. Although there is some potential overlap for ALL, AML, Hodgkin lymphoma (HL), and non-Hodgkin lymphoma (NHL), none of the COG trials enrolled across the entire AYA age spectrum, and some were limited to age 21 years and younger. Further, any overlap varied over time according to clinical trial activations and closures. There has been virtually no overlap for Ewing sarcoma, osteosarcoma, and rhabdomyosarcoma because such trials are not routinely offered by the adult-focused groups. Further, in a study by Seibel et al\textsuperscript{33} that examined AYA accrual onto NCI trials from 2000 to 2010, declining AYA enrollment was noted across all cooperative groups; static or decreasing accrual of patients 20 to 39 years old was noted in virtually every AYA cancer, including AML, HL, NHL, breast, gynecologic, soft tissue, bone, colon, and others. The most likely AYA cancer in which an enrollment shift to adult groups might have occurred is ALL, the only malignancy in which we detected a significant decline in proportional AYA enrollment among the COCOPS (Fig 2B). Although C10403, a Cancer and Leukemia Group B–sponsored phase II study of a pediatric-inspired regimen for adults diagnosed with ALL, was accruing for part of our study period, it was not activated until 2007, required 2 to 3 years to reach anticipated accrual rates, and ultimately enrolled 318 patients, only one fifth of whom came from participating CCOPs.\textsuperscript{34} Our findings and these additional observations make clear that availability of a mechanism for accurately tracking AYA enrollments will be critical for understanding changes over time, especially in response to interventions designed to improve AYA accrual to NCI trials. Indeed, doing so would realize a major objective of the NCTN, which is to increase intergroup collaboration in the conduct of NCI-funded trials.

Our study illustrates that significant barriers still exist to increasing AYA participation in clinical oncology trials. Despite these findings, there is reason to believe that the CCOP, now NCORP, represents a potential avenue for addressing this
problem. The CCOP/NCORP was developed to improve access to NCI-funded trials for under-represented populations, including those located far from traditional NCI-funded comprehensive cancer centers and others affected by health disparities associated with race/ethnicity and socioeconomic status. In particular, the CCOP/NCORP was charged with increasing enrollments in cancer control trials. Subsequently CCOP/NCORP sites have distinguished themselves as national leaders in supportive care trial development and enrollment, demonstrating their ability to achieve targeted research objectives.

To date, however, neither the CCOP nor NCORP has been given the charge or resources aimed at increasing AYA enrollment. With increased attention to the AYA population in the NCTN, and 43.5% of NCORPs now having combined adult and pediatric sites, this network is even better positioned for designing and testing strategic interventions to increase AYA recruitment. Potential measures could include steps to enhance physician awareness of low AYA clinical trial accrual, collaboration between the pediatric and medical oncology components for coordinated recruitment and patient care, community outreach to AYAs and primary care providers, and adaptation of other proven comprehensive strategies to make trials more available, accessible, acceptable, and appropriate to AYAs.
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